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A MEIOTIC VIEW OF HISTORY: TOM CLARK S 
' CHARLES OLSON: THE ALLEGORY OF A POETS LIFE 

"The intense satisfaction we derive from 

reading an allegory indicates the degree of 

difficulty there is in bringing one off." 

-Frances M. Boldereff, 
A Blakean Translation 

of Joyce's CIRCE 

1. It's hard to imagine anyone's deriving "intense satisfaction" from 

Tom Clark's Charles Olson, in spite of Clark's considerable journalistic skill 

and his evident labor to achieve the smoothness of his product. To the 

quick eye the book reads briskly enough, and it's only on reading passages 

aloud you realize there's little pleasure to the ear. (The flatness of Clark's 

sound is especially noticed after the reader experiences lengthy quotations 

from Olson himself.) 

The author is not to be faulted for having had to prune and 

simplify his complex story, undoubtedly to keep the book manageable 

according to publisher's requirements. It's well and artfully shaped. Among 

many recent literary biographies (I think of those of William Burroughs, 

William Carlos Williams, Ezra Pound) that are crudely compounded, 

clutches of unassimilated info, Clark's book stands out. But the author's 

constant belittlement of, and apparent ill will towards, his subject spoils 

any "intense satisfaction" in his achievement that might otherwise be 

aroused. As the reader turns the 350 pages packed with invidious authorial 

insinuation her or his necessary initial sympathy with the biographer is 

gradually withdrawn. What remains is unsatisfied suspicion, not only of 

the "truth" of the narrative, but of the most basic premises of the 

biographer's interpretation. 
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2. I won't rehearse the story the book tells, ostensibly a "factual" 
biography though qualified by its subtitle. It's not a literary or 

philosophical investigation of Olson's writings, his ideas, their sources 

and analogues. If Clark had attempted such his efforts ~ould most likely 

have been ludicrous, as his unwittingly parodic summaries of Olson's 

lectures suggest: "For those few who could follow him, however, the poet 

had much to say, laying down an intriguing trail of clues that led directly 

to the philosophical center of his mysterious later work. Introduced to 

the mysticism and dogma of thirteenth-century Old Norse poets and 

Muslim angelic philosophers, the bewildered Midwestern college crowd 

was in effect being shown Olson himself in his own latest creative 

incarnation ... " (Clark, p. 340). Clark's stance here as often elsewhere is 

that of the perplexed no-nonsense American na"if, the honest dumbbell 
scratching his head. 

The narrative runs smoothly enough, and for readers familiar 
with previous studies of Olson's work, none of which was primarily 

biographical, it presents genuine surprises and insights (the importance 

in Olson's life and work of the brilliant writer and commentator on 

Bruno, Blake, and Joyce, Frances Boldereff Phipps is revealed for the 

first time), as well as coherent accounts of the extremely varied social 
milieux in which Olson moved. 

Writing this book evidently required a serious commitment of 

time and labor that is to be respected. It's veracity (there are many factual 

errors, but the greatest number of these can be dismissed as trivial) will 

at some point be investigated by scholars having access to all the 

unpublished letters, notebooks, and taped conversations on which Clark 

has drawn, and which are documented (though without noting the extent 
of his elisions) in the notes at the end of the book. 

Clark has written a plausible story, slickly fascinating. But, while 

I would not accuse him of insincerity, or "malice prepense;' the program 
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of the book, its "hidden agenda;' is not immediately apparent, perhaps 

is even dissembled, and this it is that is of particular interest. The rhetoric 

of motive assumed in the writing needs to be illuminated and its 

artfulness made explicit. 

3. In Clark's subtitle, "The Allegory of a Poet's Life;' he stakes out 

what will be his plan of operation. (He doesn't write "An Allegory of the 

Poet's Life;' though such chiasmus of articles reflects more accurately 

the trope effected.) Allegory is a subtle art, and interpretation of reality 

is its essence. 
It's possible Clark doesn't realize the irony of using this aesthetic 

method, utterly opposite to Olson's own phenomenology of historical 

investigation, upon the materials of Olson's life. Nowhere in the book 

does Clark display the slightest comprehension of the intellectual 

problems that make Olson's methodology interesting and important. 

He earnestly cites more than once Olson's favorite quotation from Keats' 

letters, "A Man's life of any worth is a continual allegory;' but without 

recognizing that his own over-simplification (what Olson called 

"parabolic vantage") of allegorical application is a misunderstanding of 

Olson's use, which discriminates between method (as dynamic) and static 

conclusion. In Olson's, and Erich Neumann's, terms, Clark makes a 

Secondary Personalization of Prime Material; his is a failure to grasp the 

Dogmatic Character of Reality (see Olson's Beloit Lectures Poetry and 

Truth). 

''Allegory says one thing and means another;' Angus Fletcher 

writes in the Introduction to his masterful and richly suggestive literary 

study Allegory. Literary allegory connects and refines. It polishes and 

smooths over rough surfaces, subordinating detail to a general tone. Clark 

has fulfilled that declared intent; the book is honed and neat, the actions, 

the happenings, physical, emotional, intellectual, of Olson's life are 
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carefully ordered to give the final unified plausible impression Clark 

desires. In what Olson would deem a "willful Act" Clark makes the book 

successfully cohere. Its loss is an absence of insight intrinsic to the 

adoption, under the guise of his overweening allegory, of a superficial 

and venal reality view. If the image of Olson proposed by the book 

becomes the popular and accepted view of the poet it will be because it 

feeds a public, academic and other, hungry for the rhetoric of 

belittlement, disparagement, meiosis. 

4. The central rhetorical figure to effect the purpose of belittlement 

is classically called meiosis. "The figure meiosis lowers its object, rather 

than making it of higher esteem," Fletcher writes in Allegory. The great 

rhetorical treatises of the English Renaissance knew it well. It is called 

by George Puttenham in The Arte of English Poesie, the "Disabler." Meiosis 

abases and plucks down, Henry Peacham writes in The Garden of 

Eloquence, and Hoskins, in Directions for Speech and Style considered it 

the opposite of amplification. In Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery 

Rosemond Tuve shows how meiosis frequently accompanies, or is 

superimposed upon, irony, another rhetorical mode. "Both in its derisive 

and in its ironic form, meiosis is obviously a figure of marked usefulness 

in all writing with a satiric bent;' she notes. Frequently in modern 

literature the tropes and schemes of diminishment are used in a way 

that is often confounded with anti-allegory, as Wallace Stevens misused 

the term "anti-poetic" in discussing W. C. Williams. Fletcher writes "It is 

in this way that allegory becomes what Frye has called 'anti-allegorical,' 

by which he means ironical. He sees this trend occurring with increasing 

force as we approach modern times; he sees in it an aspect of the general 

ironic (we might more accurately call it the meiotic) trend of modem 

literature." 
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Since he is writing in the clipped, ostensibly anti-rhetorical prose 

of the 20th century, Clark doesn't use so many obvious figures of speech 

as earlier poetic discourse employs, but the figure of belittlement 

dominates his allegorical reading of Olson's life. "Even where the allegory 

is more naturalistic," Fletcher writes, "when it appropriates the language 

of contemporary journalism, it bottles up concepts in the form of 

caricatures." Clark's renditions of Olson's "ideas" are such caricatures. 

His analysis of Olson's character is couched in terms of an easily 

apprehended and simplified Freudian psychology, no problem for the 

average reader. Its use enables him confidently to identify what he assumes 

to be Olson's real motives: "The division he felt in himself was now so 

radical, he secretly believed, as to actually produce two distinct 'forms of 

behavior; and in effect two different Charles Olsons:' (Clark, p.118) (No 

matter how secret Olson's beliefs were, they don't remain hidden from 

Clark!) 
Clark's fundamental postulate in fixing Olson's character is that 

of the popular biographer Catherine Drinker Bowen, who in her 

Biography: The Craft and the Calling writes, "What is biography but the 

story of a man or woman in conflict with himself ... " 

This postulate allows Clark to erect his major tropes of 

belittlement, Olson as Con Artist, Poseur, Stage Manager, Manipulator 

and Opportunist. Over all looms the guiding archetype of the Trickster, 

but Clark subsumes the shamanic character under his meiotic figure of 

the Manipulative Con Man. It was Robert Creeley, Clark writes in the 

Acknowledgements for his book, "who early on proposed as hypothetical 

models for Olson biography the Freud/Bullitt life of Woodrow Wilson, 

a highly speculative study of the Oedipean formations of the Great Man 

character type, and Hugh Trevor-Roper's classic account of brilliant 

intellectual bluffing, The Hermit of Peking. Stressing the latter line of 

interpretation, Olson's student and good friend Edward Dorn gave me a 
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perceptive account of him as creative gambler, a 'great intellectual punter 

constantly at the gaming tables of thought and literature:" (Clark, pp. ix-x) 

While Clark listened to and followed up these fatuous and 

possibly malicious suggestions, Creeley and Dom are not to be held 

responsible for Clark's stance, which is a projection of or correspondence 

to the emblematic figure of Olson as Trickster that was already in process 

of formation in his own psyche. An evident partial identification with 

the Trickster archetype enables Clark to conflate the figure 

sympathetically with that of the Rebel-Poete Maudit in revolt against 

an alien and hateful society. 

Here he becomes trapped in his own irony. His sympathy with 

and pity for the Artist-out-of-step-with-Culture, a Sacred Monster, is 

rhetorically subverted by his own syntax of belittlement and disvalue. 

The reductionism implicit in Clark's projected psychology infects the 

entire kosmos of the allegory. (I use kosmos in Fletcher's double sense of 

extended ornament become world-image.) The allegory then takes on 

the meiotic figure of covert lowering. "Levelling and lowering is then a 

primary functi~n ofkosmos no less than its elevating function;' Fletcher 

writes, "By likening an object we wish to dispraise to a worse object we 

achieve a downward movement:' And since "Allegory belongs ultimately 

in the area of epideictic rhetoric ... since it is most often used to praise 

and condemn certain lines of conduct or certain philosophical positions" 

the effect of Clark's meiotic use of allegory in the biography is not only 

to cheapen the psychological world of Olson's motives but to create a 

kosmos of disparagement of all human motivation. That his level of 

allegory is covert does not mitigate its impact. 

It is an intense competitiveness and self-seeking that Clark's 

rhetoric projects on Olson. Life exists only as agon in this world-view. 

There is no room for lovable qualities. The compassion Creeley detects 

in this biography, according to his dust jacket comment, is certainly not 

flagrant. 
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5. From Olson's The Special View of History, based on a series of 

lectures at Black Mountain in 1956: "How to say it, so that it is 
abundantly clear. It isn't at all unlike Keats' proposition that a man's 

life (he was speaking of Shakespeare and his plays) is an allegory. It is 

that one does have a life to live, exactly that much. And that because it 

is that much, and it is one's own, it has a scale. That is, it isn't more of 

same, or so much 'humanity' and all that, any of the counters now 

offered (which lead on the other side instantly to hypostasizings. 

Diminishments and hypostasizings, about what we have offered us." 

Clark's Charles Olson offers us just such diminishment and 

hypostasis. His minifying biographical allegory displays what may be 

called a meiotic view of history. And of course a meiotic view of 

kosmos. 

In spite of Edward Dom's benign endorsement on its book 

jacket ("Only a biographer as discriminating as Torn Clark could have 

done justice to this troubled and vibrant giant."), which sounds as if 

Dorn were practicing to write copy for book-dub puffs, Tom Clark is 

neither a discriminating biographer nor does he present what Dorn 

terms a "total picture of Olson." The book will neither hearten nor 

satisfy the discriminating, but in its plausible facility it may please the 

hasty reader and inhabitant of the New Establishment whose vested 

interest in comfortable meiotic simplifications it agreeably serves. 
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